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On the Homology of Distributive Lattices
WILLIAM F. DORAN IV
This paper gives a method for computing the reduced poset homology of the rank-selected subposet
of a distributive lattice. As an example of the method, let L be the lattice Ta C 1U  : : :  Ta C 1U
(b-times). Sb acts on L by permuting coordinates. For S  TabU, we give a description of the
decomposition of the reduced homology of L S as an Sb-module. This generalizes L. Solomon’s result
for decomposition of the reduced homology of the Boolean algebra .Bb/S as an Sb-module.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let L D J .P/ be the distributive lattice arising as the lattice of order ideals of the poset
P . The rank select subposet is denoted J .P/T . Let G be a group which acts on P . Then
G acts on J .P/ and J .P/T , and G acts on the reduced poset homology of J .P/T denotedeH.J .P/T /. Thus, the reduced homology can be viewed as a G-module. This paper gives
a new combinatorial description of the character of eH.J .P/T /. When J .P/ is a product of
chains, this description gives a decomposition of the reduced homology. As a special case, L.
Solomon’s result for the Boolean algebra [9] follows quite easily.
In Section 2, a formal power series Fg.x/ which depends on P and g 2 G is defined.
This power series can be written as a linear combination of Gessel’s quasisymmetric functions
FT .x/,
Fg.x/ D
X
TTn−1U
.T; g/FT .x/;
where the .T; g/s are integers. In Section 3, we show that .T; g/ is in fact the character
of the reduced homology of the rank-select subposet J .P/T thought of as G-module. Thus,
the structure of eH.J .P/T / as a G-module can be obtained from the Fg.x/s. In Section 4,
the case where L D J .P/ is a product of chain of equal length is shown. In this case, G is a
symmetric group and the Fg.x/s are symmetric functions. A description of the decomposition
of eH.J .P/T / is obtained. In Section 5, arbitrary products of chains are shown. Finally, in
Section 6, several related open problems are given.
2. POSET BACKGROUND
The poset notation in this paper follows that of Stanley [11]. Let P be a finite poset of
cardinality n. A map f V P ! ZC is order-preserving if a  b in P implies that f .a/  f .b/.
LetO.P/ be the set of order-preserving maps from P to ZC. The weight of an order-preserving
map f , denoted wt. f /, is the sequence .w1; w2; : : :/ where wi D jfa 2 P V f .a/ D igj. Let
Xw D f f 2 O.P/ V wt. f / D wg. The set Xw is finite.
Let G be a finite group which acts on P as poset automorphisms. Then G acts on O.P/
by .g  f /.a/ D f .g−1  a/. This action preserves weight, so G acts on Xw. Let Rn be the
space of formal power series over the complex numbers in many variables fx1; x2; : : :g with
homogeneous degree n. Given g 2 G, define Fg.x/ in Rn to be
Fg.x/ D
X
f 2O.P/
g fD f
Y
a2P
x f .a/

: (1)
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Given a sequence of natural numbers w D .w1; w2; : : :/ with finite sum, let xw denote the
monomial
Q
i x
wi
i . Thus the term in .1/ corresponding to f is xwt. f /. For T  Tn − 1U Df1; 2; : : : ; n − 1g define Gessel’s quasisymmetric function FT .x/ in Rn as
FT .x/ D
X
a1:::an
i2TH)ai<aiC1
 Y
1in
xai

:
The main result of this paper is to give an interpretation of the expansion of Fg.x/ in terms of
FT .x/s. These coefficients are related to the poset homology of the distributive lattice J .P/
defined later.
The quasisymmetric functions FT .x/ are linearly independent. One way to see this is to
define GS.x/ in Rn as
GS.x/ D
X
a1:::an
i2S () ai<aiC1
 Y
1in
xai

:
Since no monomial appears in more than one GS.x/, the GS.x/ are linearly independent
and hfGS.x/ V S  Tn − 1Ugi has dimension 2n−1 in Rn . Clearly, FT .x/ D PST GS.x/.
Thus, by inclusion–exclusion GS.x/ D PTS.−1/jT nSjFT .x/. This shows that hfGS.x/ V
S  Tn − 1Ugi D hfFT .x/ V T  Tn − 1Ugi. Thus, the space hfFT .x/ V T  Tn − 1Ugi has
dimension 2n−1 and the FT .x/s are linearly independent.
For notational purposes, we use TFT .x/U.r.x// to denote the coefficient of FT .x/ in the
expansion of r.x/ when r.x/ is in hfFT .x/ V T  Tn − 1Ugi. Since the FT .x/ are linearly
independent, TFT .x/U.r.x// is well defined.
A sequence w D .w1; w2; : : :/ is called reduced if and only if the sum of the wi s is finite
and all of the zero wi s are to the right of the nonzero wi s. The sequence v reduces to w if
w is the sequence obtained by deleting all initial and internal zero terms in v. For example,
.0; 1; 3; 0; 4; 0; 2; 0; 0; : : :/ reduces to .1; 3; 4; 2; 0; 0; : : :/.
PROPOSITION 2.1. If v D .v1; v2; : : :/ reduces to w D .w1; w2; : : :/, then Xv ’ Xw as
G-modules.
PROOF. Let m be the number of nonzero terms inw. Let h V TmU ! ZC be the unique strictly
increasing map such that wi D vh.i/. Now define h V Xv ! Xw by .h. f //.a/ D h. f .a//.
This is clearly a bijection. For all g 2 G, f 2 Xw, and a 2 P ,
.g  .h. f ///.a/ D .h. f //.g−1  a/
D h. f .g−1  a//
D h..g  f /.a//
D .h.g  f //.a/
which shows that h is a G-isomorphism. 2
If w D .w1; : : : ; wm; 0; 0; : : :/ is reduced with Pwi D n, let S.w/ be the set fw1; w1 C
w2; : : : ; w1 C : : : C wm−1g  Tn − 1U. When w D .n; 0; 0; : : :/, define S.w/ D ?. Notice
that this is a bijection between reduced sequences which sum to n and subsets of Tn − 1U. Let
.S.w/; g/ D .S; g/ be the character of the permutation representation of G acting on Xw.
Thus .S.w/; g/ D jf f 2 O.P/ V wt. f / D w and g  f D f gj.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let w be a reduced sequence and S D S.w/ be the associated subset
of Tn − 1U. Then X
fvVv reduces to wg
xv D
X
TS
.−1/jT nSjFT .x/:
PROOF. Notice that the sum on the left hand side is GS.x/. 2
Define
.T; g/ D
X
ST
.−1/jT nSj.S; g/: (2)
By inclusion–exclusion,
.S; g/ D
X
TS
.T; g/:
THEOREM 2.3. Let the finite group G act on the finite poset P with cardinality n. Then
Fg.x/ D
X
TTn−1U
.T; g/ FT .x/
for all g 2 G.
PROOF.
Fg.x/ D
X
f 2O.P/
g fD f
xwt. f /
D
X
fwVreducedg
X
fvVv reduces to wg
.S.w/; g/ xv
D
X
STn−1U
.S; g/
X
TS
.−1/jT nSjFT .x/ (by Prop 2.2)
D
X
TTn−1U
FT .x/
X
ST
.−1/jT nSj.S; g/
D
X
TTn−1U
.T; g/FT .x/
2
This shows that Fg.x/ can be expanded in terms of FT .x/s.
3. REDUCED HOMOLOGY OF A DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICE
Let P be a poset with n elements. An ideal in P is a subset I  P such that if a 2 I and
b  a, then b 2 I . Let J .P/ be the poset whose elements are the ideals of P ordered by
containment. The Fundamental Theorem of Finite Distributive Lattices (see Section 3.4 of
[11]) says that J .P/ is a distributive lattice, and, furthermore, that all finite distributive lattices
arise as J .P/ for some poset P .
The distributive lattice J .P/ has rank jPj. The rank function  V J .P/! f0; 1; : : : ; ng of
J .P/ is given by .I / D jI j. For S  Tn − 1U, define the S-rank selected subposet of J .P/
to be J .P/S D fI 2 J .P/ V jI j 2 S [ f0; ngg.
Given any finite poset Q with O0 and O1 (we are interested in the case when Q D J .P/S),
define Cr .Q/ to be the complex vector space with basis
fO0 < a0 < a1 < : : : < ar < O1g
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for r  0. For r D −1, define C−1.Q/ to be the one-dimensional space generated by O0 < O1.
Define
@r V Cr .Q/! Cr−1.Q/
.O0 < a0 < : : : < ar < O1/ 7!
rX
iD0
.−1/i .O0 < a0 < : : : < ai−1 < aiC1 < : : : < ar < O1/:
It is easy to check that @r  @r−1 D 0. Thus, fCr .Q/; @r g forms a chain complex. Define the
r th reduced homology of Q to be eHr .Q/ D ker @r=Im@rC1. Let eH.Q/ denote Lr eHr .Q/.
A ranked poset Q is Cohen–Macaulay if for every interval Ta; bU D fc V a  c  bg
in Q, the only possibly nonzero reduced homology space eHr .Ta; bU/ is the top homology
r D .b/−.a/− 1. The poset Q D J .P/S is Cohen–Macaulay (see [1]). So eH.J .P/S/ ’eHr .J .P/S/ is for r D jSj − 1.
If a finite group G acts on P , then it acts on J .P/ by g  I D fg  a V a 2 I g. This action
preserves the rank, so G acts on J .P/S and Cr .J .P/S/. Since poset automorphisms commute
with the chain operator @r , G acts on eHr .J .P/S/. Thus, eHr .J .P/S/ is a G-module.
THEOREM 3.1. The character of the action of G on eH.J .P/S/ is .S; g/.
PROOF. Let J .P/gS denote the subposet of elements of J .P/S fixed by the action of g 2 G.
Since J .P/S is Cohen–Macaulay, it suffices to show that .S; g/ is the number of maximal
chains in J .P/gS . This follows from a standard result (see Theorem 1.1 of [10]) which says
that if .S; g/ is the number of maximal chains of J .P/gS , and .S; g/ and .S; g/ satisfy (2),
then .S; g/ is the desired character.
Recall that .S.w/; g/ D jf f 2 Xw V g  f D f gj. Let m be the number of nonzero entries
in w. Given f 2 Xw which is fixed by the action of g on Xw, define a chain in J(P) by
Ik D f −1.TkU/ for 1  k  m and add I0 D ?. By the definition of order-preserving, each Ik
is an ideal of P . We need to check that I0  I1  : : :  Im is a maximal chain in J .P/gS . By
the construction, jIk j D w1 C : : : C wk . So, fjIk j V 1  k  m − 1g D S, which shows that
this is a maximal chain in J .P/S . Since f is fixed by g, a 2 Ik , f .a/  k , f .g  a/ 
k , g  a 2 Ik , which shows that Ik is fixed by g.
Conversely, given a maximal chain I0  : : :  Im in J .P/gS , define f .a/ D minfk V a 2 Ikg.
It is easy to check that f is an order-preserving map with weight w which is fixed by g. Also,
these operations are the inverse of one another. Therefore, they give the desired bijection
between jf f 2 Xw V g  f D f gj and maximal chains of J .P/gS . 2
4. REDUCED HOMOLOGY OF A PRODUCT OF CHAINS WITH EQUAL LENGTH
Let P be the poset which is the union of b copies of a chain with a elements. The symmetric
group Sb acts on P by permuting the chains. J .P/ is the product Ta C 1U  : : :  Ta C 1U
(b-times).
In this case, Fg.x/ turns out to be a symmetric function. The symmetric function notation
used here follows that of Macdonald [4]. Let 3 denote the ring of symmetric functions
with rational coefficients and bounded homogeneous degree in the variables fx1; x2; : : :g (see
Chapter I, Section 2 of [4] for a formal definition). The power sum symmetric functions p.x/
are defined by p.k/.x/ DPi xki and p.x/ DQi pi .x/. A semistandard tableau T of shape
 and weight w D .w1; w2; : : :/ is a filling of the Ferrer diagram of  with wi copies of i such
that the entries are weakly increasing from left to right along rows and strictly increasing down
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columns. The Schur symmetric functions s.x/ are defined by
s.x/ D
X
SST T
sh.T /D
xwt.T /:
A semistandard tableau of weight 1n D .1; 1; : : : ; 1; 0; 0; : : :/ (n terms equal to 1) is called a
standard Young tableau. Given a standard Young tableau T , the descent set of T is D.T / D
fi V i appears in a higher row than does i C 1 in T g. The expansion of Schur symmetric
functions in terms of FT .x/ is
s.x/ D
X
SYT T
sh.T /D
FD.T /.x/: (3)
To prove this, a bijection between fT V T SST with shape g and f.T 0; .a1  : : :  an// V
T 0 SYT with shape ; i 2 D.T 0/ H) ai < aiC1g with the property that xwt.T / D Q xai is
needed. Given T with weight .w1; w2; : : :/, let T 0 to be the standard Young tableau of shape
 obtained by placing 1; : : : ; w1 in the positions which have a 1 in T starting with the leftmost
position and working to the right, and w1 C 1; : : : ; w2 in the positions which have a 2 in T ,
and so on. Let a1 D    D aw1 D 1, aw1C1 D    D aw2 D 2, and so on. For example,
1 1 2 2 4 4
2 7 7 7
7
$
 1 2 4 5 6 7
3 9 10 11
8
; .1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 4; 4; 7; 7; 7; 7/
!
:
It is easy to check that this is desired bijection.
The plethysm of two symmetric functions r1.x/ and r2.x/ is denoted r1.x/r2.x/. The only
properties about plethysm needed for this paper are contained in the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Plethysm obeys the following two rules.
(a) For all r.x/ in 3, p.k/.x/  r.x/ D r.xk1 ; xk2 ; : : :/.
(b) Plethysm is algebraic in the first coordinate.
Since the power sum symmetric functions span 3, one could take this as the definition of
plethysm. The usual definition of plethysm is given in Chapter I, Section 8 of [4].
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let P be the union of b copies of a chain of length a and take g 2 Sb
to be an element of cycle type . Then Fg.x/ D p.x/  sa.x/.
PROOF. Let f 2 O.P/ be fixed by g. The map f is determined by the values of f on
one chain in each orbit of g. On any given chain C , the values of f are weakly increasing
when read from bottom to top. Thus summing
Q
c2C x f .c/ over all order-preserving maps f
gives sa.x/. If this chain is in an orbit O of size i , summing
Q
c2O x f .c/ over all possible f
gives sa.xi1 ; x
i
2 ; : : :/ D pi .x/  sa.x/ (using Proposition 4.1(a)) because the values on each
chain in the orbit must be the same. Since the values of f on different orbits are independent,
Fg.x/ DQi .pi .x/  sa.x// D p.x/  sa.x/ (using Proposition 4.1(b). 2
Formulae for the expansion of p.x/sa.x/ in terms of Schur symmetric functions are given
in [2] and [3]. By then expanding the Schur symmetric functions in terms of FT .x/s via (3)
and collecting like terms, the values of .S; g/ are obtained. Here is a formula for .S; id/.
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This is the case where  D 1b and corresponds to computing the Mo¨bius number (up to sign)
of J .P/S . With n D ab, the plethysm computation is
p1b .x/  sa.x/ D .sa.x//b
D
X
SST T
wt.T /Dab
ssh.T /.x/
D
X
SST T
wt.T /Dab
X
SYT Q
sh.Q/Dsh.T /
FD.Q/.x/
D
X
STn−1U
FS.x/ jf.T; Q/ V sh.T / D sh.Q/;wt.T /
D ab;wt.Q/ D 1n; D.Q/ D Sgj:
The rewrite of sa.x/b in terms of tableaux can be obtained from either [2] or [3], or from using
the Littlewood–Richardson rule for multiplying Schur symmetric functions (see Section 4.9
of [6]). So, by Theorem 3.1, .S; id/ D jf.T; Q/ V sh.T / D sh.Q/;wt.T / D ab;wt.Q/ D
1n; D.Q/ D Sgj. Using Knuth’s version of Schensted’s correspondence (see Section 4.8 of
[6] for details), the number of such pairs of tableaux equals the number of sequences with
weight ab and descent set S, where i is a descent in the sequence .c1; : : : ; cn/ if ci < ciC1.
For example, with a D 3, b D 2 and T D f2; 4g, the sequences are 1 2 1 2 1 2 and 2 2 1 2 1 1.
One interesting consequence of this is the following.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let n D ab. If T  Tn − 1U contains a consecutive integers, then the
Mo¨bius function of J .P/T is zero.
PROOF. There cannot be a consecutive descents in a sequence which contains only a dif-
ferent symbols. 2
Formulae for .S; g/ on other conjugacy classes can in principle be computed, but they
are not as simple as this case. However, the decomposition of .S; g/ in terms of irreducible
characters of Sb has a pleasing expression. Let ./ be the value of the irreducible character
of Sb indexed by  ‘ b on the conjugacy class of permutations of type  ‘ b. Given two class
functions f and g on Sb, define the scalar product of them to be
h f ./; g./i D
X
‘b
1
z
f ./ g./
where bW=z is the number of elements in Sb of cycle type . The fact that
s.x/ D
X

../=z/p.x/ (4)
is needed in the proof of the following result. For a proof of this and for more background on
the representation theory of the symmetric group see [6] or [4].
THEOREM 4.4. Let P be the union of b copies of a chain with a elements. Then the
multiplicity of the irreducible representation of Sb corresponding to  in the homology of
J .P/T considered as an Sb-module is TFT .x/Us.x/  sa.x/.
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PROOF. Combining Theorem 2.3, Theorem 3.1, and Proposition 4.2, the character of J .P/T
as an Sb module is .T; g/ D TFT .x/Up.x/  Sa.x/ where g has cycle type . Since this is
class function, let .T; / denote the value of .T; g/ for g of cycle type . The following
computation which makes use of Proposition 4.1(b) and (4) gives the result.
h./; .T; /i D h./; TFT .x/Up.x/  sa.x/i
D TFT .x/Uh./; p.x/  sa.x/i
D TFT .x/U
X
‘b
1
z
./ .p.x/  sa.x//
D TFT .x/U
 X
‘b
1
z
./ p.x/
!
 sa.x/
D TFT .x/Us.x/  sa.x/:
2
COROLLARY 4.5 ([9]). The multiplicity of the irreducible character  in the homology of
the rank-select subposet of the Boolean algebra .Bb/T as an Sb-module is equal to the number
of standard Young tableaux of shape  and descent set T .
PROOF. Let a D 1 in the previous result. In this case, J .P/ D Bb and s.x/s1.x/ D s.x/.
The result follows using (3) to expand s.x/ in terms of FT .x/s. 2
5. REDUCED HOMOLOGY OF AN ARBITRARY PRODUCT OF CHAINS
The results of the previous section can be extended to an arbitrary product of chains. Since
the proofs are essentially the same, they are brief. Let P D P.ab11 : : : abll / where ai 6D a j
for i 6D j denote the poset which is the union of bi copies of Tai U. The posets considered in
the previous section are P.ab/. Let n D P ai bi . The corresponding distributive lattice is a
product of chains of rank n. Let G be Sb1  : : :  Sbl which acts on P by permuting chains
of the same length.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let P and G be as above. Take g D .1; : : : ; l/ 2 G to be an element
with cycle type .1; : : : ; l/. Then Fg.x/ DQi pi .x/  sai .x/.
PROOF. In choosing an element f of O.P/, the choice of the values of f on chains of
different lengths is independent for all g. 2
Again in principle, each term in the product can be expanded in terms of Schur symmetric
functions using the results of [2] or [3]. Then using the Littlewood–Richardson rule, the product
can be written in terms of Schur symmetric functions. Finally, using (3), the decomposition
of Fg.x/ in terms of FT .x/ is obtained. In practice, this does not seem possible except when
g D id.
THEOREM 5.2. Let P and G be as above. For any S  Tn − 1U, the value of .S; id/ is
equal to the number of sequences of length n with weight ab11 : : : abll and descent set S.
PROOF.
lY
iD1
p1b .x/  sa.x/ D
lY
iD1
.sa.x//
b
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D
X
SST T
wt.T /Dab11 :::a
bl
l
ssh.T /.x/
D
X
SST T
wt.T /Dab11 :::a
bl
l
X
SYT Q
sh.Q/Dsh.T /
FD.Q/.x/
D
X
STn−1U
FS.x/ jf.T; Q/ V sh.T / D sh.Q/;wt.T /
D ab11 : : : abll ;wt.Q/ D 1n; D.Q/ D Sgj:
Apply Knuth’s version of Schensted’s correspondence to get the stated result. 2
The irreducible representations of G D Sb1: : :Sbl are indexed by sequences .1; : : : ; l/
where i ‘ bi . The corresponding character is .1;:::;l /.1; : : : ; l/ D Qi .i /. See
Section 3.2 of [8] for more details.
THEOREM 5.3. Let P and G be as above. Then the multiplicity of the irreducible rep-
resentation of G corresponding to .1; : : : ; l/ in the homology of J .P/T considered as an
G-module is TFT .x/UQi si .x/  sai .x/.
PROOF. The character of G acting on J .P/T is .T; .1; : : : ; l// D TFT .x/UQi pi .x/
sai .x/. Now a routine computation similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that
h.1;:::;l /.1; : : : ; l/; .T; .1; : : : ; l//i D TFT .x/U
Y
i
si .x/  sai .x/
where h; i is the usual innerproduct on Sa1  : : : Sal . 2
6. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
6.1. Maximize .T; id/. In the case of the Boolean algebra, Sagan, Yeh, and Ziegler [7]
showed that .T; id/ is maximized when T D f2; 4; 6; : : :g\ Tn−1U. Readdy has also studied
which T maximize .T; id/ for various posets [5]. Given the good description of .T; id/ in
Section 4, the following problem should be possible.
PROBLEM 6.1. What T maximizes .T; id/ when P is the product Ta C 1U  : : : Ta C 1U
(b-times)?
For example, in the case a D 3, b D 2, the answer is T D f3g. So, the ‘every other rank’
phenomenon does not hold here.
6.2. P-partitions. Let P be a poset with cardinality n. A linearization of P is a bijective
order-preserving map  V P ! TnU. Let L.P/ denote the set of linearizations of P . The
elements of L.P/ are thought of as permutations of Sn by fixing a distinguished linearization
, then  is thought of as the permutation which sends i to .−1 .i//. The descent set of 
is D./ D fi V .i/ < .i C 1/g where  is thought of here as a permutation.
THEOREM 6.2. Let G be finite group which acts on P. There exists a map ’ V GL.P/!
Z such that
Fg.x/ D
X
2L.P/
!’.g;/FD./.x/
where ! D e2 i=hgi.
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PROOF. These roots of unity are eigenvalues of g acting on H.J .P/T / in Theorem 2.3.
All we have to show is that the dimension of H.J .P/T / (i.e. .T; id/) is equal to the number
of linearizations with descent set T . This follows directly from Stanley’s P-partition theorem
(see Chapter 4 of [11] or [1]). 2
It is easy to see that ’.; id/ must be 0. In the case P is b pairwise incomparable elements,
’ is easily obtained from Stembridge’s description of the the eigenvalues of the irreducible
representations of Sb [12]. In the case P is b chains with a elements each, ’ can be obtained
from the generalization of Stembridge’s work in [3].
PROBLEM 6.3. Find a combinatorial formula for ’.; g/.
Ideally, the solution should depend only on the combinatorial structure of  and g as permu-
tations. The permutation corresponding to g is i 7! .g  .−1 .i///.
6.3. Plane partitions.
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose P is a finite ranked poset with O0 and O1. Let n be the rank of P.
Then X
I2J .PTdU/
q jI j D
X
TTn−1U
J .P/.T; id/ FT .q0; q1; : : : ; qd ; 0; 0; : : :/:
PROOF. Notice that I 2 J .PTdU/ correspond to order-preserving maps f V P ! TdC1U
by letting f .a/ D maxfi V .a; i/ 2 I gC1. Under this correspondence, jI j DPa2P . f .a/−1/.
So, the result follows from Theorem 2.3 with g D id by specializing to xi D qi−1 for i  dC1
and xi D 0 for i > d C 1. 2
Let L.mI d1; : : : ; dm/ be the distributive lattice J .Td1U : : :TdmU/. Applying the previous
result, we obtainX
x2L.mId1;:::;dm /
q.x/ D
X
T
L.m−1Id1;:::;dm−1/.T; id/ FT .q0; : : : ; qdm ; 0; 0; : : :/
where  is the rank function of L.mI d1; : : : ; dm/.
PROBLEM 6.5. Use this to show that L.mI d1; : : : ; dm/ is rank-unimodal.
6.4. Foulkes’ conjecture. One of the longest standing open problems in the theory of the
symmetric group is Foulkes’ Conjecture.
CONJECTURE 6.6. (Foulkes) If a  b, then sb.x/  sa.x/− sa.x/  sb.x/ has nonnegative
coefficients when expanded in terms of Schur symmetric functions.
Given Theorem 4.4, the following problem obviously presents itself.
PROBLEM 6.7. Take a  b and let n D ab. Let P D P.ab/ and P 0 D P.ba/. Show that
the multiplicity of the trivial representation in J .P 0/T is at most the multiplicity of the trivial
representation in J .P/T for all T  Tn − 1U.
This would show that sb.x/  sa.x/ − sa.x/  sb.x/ has nonnegative coefficients when
expanded in terms of FT .x/s. Foulkes’ Conjecture implies this.
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